
Marine and  
Offshore Equipment
A specialist cover for all types of marine and offshore 
equipment whilst in storage, transit and while operational.



Examples of marine and offshore 
equipment that can be covered are:

 � Subsea and on deck equipment

 � Remote and autonomous underwater vehicles

 � Manned submersibles

 � Streamers / seismic node arrays

 � Portable compressors and generators

 � Geotechnical equipment

 � Winches, A-frames and cranes

 � Offshore renewable energy prototypes

 � One-off pieces of equipment

 � Temporary project installation aids and equipment
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Thomas Miller Specialty Offshore (TMSO) 
provide a range of specialist covers to the 
offshore Oil & Gas and Renewables industries.

Based in London, TMSO work globally to support the specialised operators  
and contractors whose insurance requirements are often beyond standard  
market placements.

With a team comprising of knowledgeable individuals with a proven track record within 
the offshore and insurance industries, TMSO provides standard and tailored solutions 
for operators and contractors for owned and/or hired marine and offshore equipment.

Utilising technical integration into the underwriting process, TMSO works to 
understand the client’s requirements in order to develop a partnership for long  
term insurance requirements.

Our offshore experience covers multiple facets of the industry enabling us to give 
a rounded view on our clients operations and a measured response to queries and 
cover requirements.

Where an enhanced or specific requirement exists, TMSO have the internal resources 
to undertake a bespoke and technical approach to all underwriting ensuring that 
Underwriters are fully aware of the actual risks and the client is provided with the 
most suitable cover for their needs.

With an in-house claims team, TMSO actively manages claims from notification 
through to resolution.

Our service

Covering all types of marine and offshore 
equipment whilst in storage, in transit and  
while operational.

Our cover

Underwriting on our own wording for marine and offshore equipment (MOE) and 
streamers and seismic equipment (SSE), TMSO writes risks worldwide always 
subject to UK, EU and US sanctions.

By developing our own wording for MOE and SSE policies there are defined  
benefits beyond using non-specific market wording:

 � Developed utilising our industry experience as end users

 � Focussed at the client’s operations and activities

 � Removal of grey areas present in ICC conditions

 � The breadth of cover exceeds ICC conditions

 � Optional additional covers can be built in as required

 � Following review with the client the policy wording can be tailored to   
suit specific operational requirements
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Thomas Miller Specialty
90 Fenchurch Street
London
EC3M 4ST
United Kingdom

T: +44 (0) 20 7283 1227
E: offshorespecialtyunderwriting@thomasmiller.com
W: thomasmillerspecialty.com

Thomas Miller Specialty (company number 02519540, FCA no 312791) 
is a member of the Thomas Miller Group and is authorised and regulated 
by the Financial Conduct Authority.

Registered in England and Wales at 90 Fenchurch Street, London, EC3M 4ST.

Thomas Miller is an independent  
and international provider of insurance,  
professional and investment services.

Thomas Miller has a particularly strong presence in the international 
marine, transport and professional indemnity sectors, where they 
manage a large percentage of today’s foremost insurance mutuals.

Thomas Miller also manages insurance services for marine claims 
management and solicitors, with brands including Thomas Miller 
Specialty, UK P&I, UK Defence Club, TT Club and ITIC.
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